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Obento Japanese Express 

"Boxed Delights"

An unpretentious environment, where the focus is place only on offering

you the best preparations, is what Obento Japanese Express welcomes

you to. With a moniker inspired by the Japanese word for lunch boxes,

this restaurant offers you a variety. Their special Obento Meal Box

includes a main course accompanied by a starter, rice, miso soup and

salad; for the main dish you can choose from sushi, sashimi, barbecued

eel in teriyaki sauce, pork fry, chicken curry and more. They also offer an a

la carte menu of sushi, sashimi and noodles.

 +44 28 9031 5054  www.obentobelfast.com/  17 Royal Avenue, Belfast

 by Gunawan Kartapranata   

Zen 

"Nirvana Through Tasty Food"

This bi-level restaurant is located in the city center. The upper floor

comprises a traditional dining area with private booths, where you can

dine comfortably cross-legged, right on the floor! A Giant Buddha statue

sits on the lower level, along with tables for two and a sushi bar. Try the

succulent sushi, sashimi, tempura or the teppanyaki. Various wines and

beers are also on the carte du jour, though the cocktail concoctions are

more popular.

 +44 28 9023 2244  zenbelfast.co.uk/  zenbelfast@yahoo.co.uk  55-59 Adelaide Street,

Belfast

 by stu_spivack   

Sakura Japanese Restaurant 

"The Japanese Flair"

Named after the cherry blossom plant, native to Japan, Sakura offers

traditional Japanese cuisine in the heart of Belfast. The menu features an

extensive range of Japanese preparations from dumplings, yakitori, miso

soup and tempura to the beloved sushi and sashimi. The steak with

teriyaki sauce or white cream sauce, the beef stew and the beef

asparagus come highly recommended. If you are new to this cuisine, the

pre-fixed meal is an ideal option for you. Prices are moderate and the

meals appetizing, you are sure to enjoy your time at Sakura Japanese

Restaurant.

 +44 28 9043 9590  www.sakurabelfast.com/  82 Botanic Avenue, Belfast
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